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ABOUT THE COMMITTEE

“WORKING TOWARDS JUSTICE FOR ALL”

In furtherance of its motto, the Legal Aid and Awareness Committee ("The Committee") and its
members work towards imparting practical knowledge and information regarding the basic legal
rights and remedies to the masses. Furthermore, with the objective to make legal aid accessible,
the Committee also intends to act as an intermediary between advocates across the state of
Rajasthan and those requiring legal assistance. The Committee has been working on various
research projects to evaluate the standard of legal awareness and implementation of welfare
legislation. Understanding the need for gender justice, the Committee under its various initiatives
has been working to secure the rights of women. In addition to this, the culture of questioning the
implementation of these laws by using the judicial machinery is being promoted by the Committee
among the students of National Law University. Forwarding the smart village initiative of the
Government of India, the LAAC has adopted a village, Surpura, and is extensively working
towards developing the basic infrastructure and public facilities in the village. The main aims of
the Committee are:
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• To impart practical knowledge and create awareness regarding basic legal rights and remedies
provided under various laws.
• To act as an intermediary between a layman and the opportunities of free legal aid services
present across the country.
• To facilitate better implementation of legislation and governmental schemes.
• To work towards securing the rights of women in general and under the socially beneficial
legislation.
• To analyse and report on the socio-economic condition of various communities in the country.
• Development of village Surpura under the Smart Village Initiative.
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LEGAL AID CAMP [FEBRUARY 22, 2020]

The Legal Aid and Awareness Committee (LAAC) organized a Legal Aid Camp at the
Vaidik Kanya Senior Secondary School, Bagar Chowk, Jodhpur on 22nd February, 2020 for
the inhabitants of Kalal Colony near the Nagori gate area. Several members of the
Committee visited this locality and informed the residents about the organization of this
camp one day prior. The camp was conducted in order to provide advice and legal
assistance to the underprivileged sections of the society who cannot afford adequate legal
help and are unaware about legal processes. The Committee has organized such camps in
the past as well in different areas of Jodhpur.
We heard legal problems shared by the people, noted down their details and prescribed the
required course of action by informing them about the law in place. If required we put
them in touch with a lawyer who can further help them. The main aim behind these camps
is to protect the community from misgivings of the law and make people aware of the legal
remedies available.
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During the course of this camp, the Committee got an overwhelming response from the residents of
that area. Most cases were pertaining to issues such as restitution of conjugal rights, scholarship
policy in private schools, medical negligence, domestic violence, divorce amongst others and
property disputes. The Committee members put in all their efforts to assure the aggrieved
individuals that appropriate help will be provided to them in their legal matters.
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ORIENTATION FOR ‘MIL KAR KAREIN RTE KO
SAARTHAK’ [FEB., 2020]

The Legal Aid and Awareness Committee [“LAAC”] conducted orientation for the third edition of
its flagship event 'Mil kar karein RTE ko Saarthak' which aims of enrolling maximum number of
underprivileged students to schools under the RTE Act. In this edition total of 16 teams
participated which were given information about the detailed process of admitting underprivileged
students into schools. RTE Officer Mr. Om Tak (Elementary Education, Jodhpur Officer) cleared
doubts of participating teams and motivated them to ensure maximum admissions under the RTE
Act. Our committee chairperson Dr. Anjali Thanvi concluded the orientation by boosting the
confidence of all teams and encouraging them to work with full dedication and commitment. The
orientation was a huge success and we hope that the teams will perform their best and admit as
many students as possible.
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COLLABORATION WITH THE CENTRE FOR
INTERNET AND SOCIETY, BANGALORE
[FEBRUARY-MARCH, 2020]

The Legal Aid and Awareness Committee [“LAAC”] in the months of February and March

collaborated with the Centre for Internet and Society, Bangalore [“CIS”] to conduct field research

for a project undertaken by the Centre. CIS is a non-profit organization that undertakes

interdisciplinary research on Internet and digital technologies from policy and academic

perspectives. The project aimed at understanding the impact of digital space’s curtailment and how

it affected the vibrancy of the discourse engaged in by civil society organizations, in the state of

Rajasthan. The committee assisted CIS in identifying the organizations and individuals who have

been affected by the incessant Internet shutdowns in the city, majorly in the past two years. The

field research and interviews mainly focused on digital rights and censorship. A diverse set of

stakeholders, who were affected due the Internet shutdowns, were identified and their response was

recorded. The Committee also contacted Advocates Pravin Vyas and Nitin Golkani, who

represented a Jodhpur resident, who had filed a petition in the Rajasthan high court with regards to

the constant Internet shutdown. In the month of March, two members from CIS, (Matam and Mira),

came to Jodhpur and interviewed various contacts listed by the committee like the office of Dainik

Bhaskar Newspaper, Advocate at High Court, RTE office, District Magistrate office and E-mitra.

Our committee members Rajesh Ranjan, Pragyansh Nigam, Jasmine Valmiki and Tisha Gupta

accompanied them in these respective places. This was an enriching experience for the committee

as it got to expand its wings in a completely new space.
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ADHIKAAR KI PEHCHAAN- A VIDEO SERIES BY
LAAC [APRIL, 2020]
The Legal Aid and Awareness Committee [“LAAC”], in order to promote legal awareness and
general public’s knowledge about basic legal rights and processes started a video series called
“Adhikaar ki Pehchaan”. The initiative started with high spirits and fervor in the early days of the
period when the country was facing government mandated lockdown. In order to ensure that people
spend their time constructively and with the aim to help them learn, gain, and grow, the committee
put out the videos as a bi-weekly dose of knowledge revolving around basic legal rights and
awareness from the 7th of April. Till now, 10 videos have been released on plethora of prevalent
topics including: Rights of an Arrested Citizen, Steps a Woman can undertake in case of Domestic
Violence, The Menace of Fake News, Safeguarding against Sexual Harassment, Laws regarding
FIR, Sexual Harassment of Women at Workplace, What Laws govern an Epidemic, Consumer
Rights, and The Indian Court System. The videos were put out on platforms like Facebook,
Instagram, YouTube and Twitter to ensure maximum reach and indeed received very enthusiastic
and positive response from public in general. The Committee had previously put out a video series
called Sarva Gyaan Kosh and Adhikaar ki Pehchaan continued that vision forward with new
features to enhance accessibility. The members spoke in plain Hindi language to ensure maximum
accessibility to people who need it the most, accompanied with law-related text to enhance the
viewer’s experience. Here are glimpses from various videos:
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AID TO MIGRANT WORKERS DURING COVID-19
PANDEMIC [JUNE, 2020]

The Coronavirus Global pandemic has created an upheaval in the lives of people from all the
sections of the society, but, the most affected are the poor migrant laborers who are stuck in the
cities in penury. The Legal Aid and Awareness Committee [“LAAC”] has pitched into the
humanitarian crisis to show its passion and devotion towards the society by making relief efforts
for these stranded migrant workers in these times of crisis. The Committee has been working to
ease the pain and suffering of thousands of migrant laborers who wanted to reach their native
places but had insufficient economic resources and other provisions like adequate food, shelter and
healthcare.

Contacting the Migrant Workers

The PRAYAS Centre for Labour Action and Research provided the Legal Aid and Awareness
Committee [“LAAC”] with a database comprising contact details of around 19,000 migrant workers
who were either in need of food supplies or stuck in Surat without transportation facilities to
Jharkhand. However, by the time LAAC realised that many migrant workers had already reached
their homes by their own means but were still facing food shortages.
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Therefore, to update the record, LAAC decided to contact these workers by calling each one of

them. For the same, a call for volunteers was made to various law colleges and their Legal Aid

Committees and Societies. LAAC received a good response and had 600 volunteers to make the

calls from various colleges and Universities including National Law University, Jodhpur and its

alumni, Amity Law School, Noida, Chanakya National Law University, Patna, Jindal Global Law

School, Sonipat, Rajiv Gandhi National University of Law, Patiala, RML National Law University,

Lucknow and National University of Juridical Sciences, Kolkata. Gujarat National Law University

[GNLU] deserves a special mention for setting an example for other universities and taking the

first step in aiding the migrant workers. GNLU also helped the Legal Aid Committee and CLRA in

extending the financial and logistical help required to ensure that the migrant workers are

informed about the scheduled train beforehand. Through crowd funding, GNLU provided financial

help to those workers who did not even have enough money to reach the railway station on time.

Our main goal was to reduce the hardships faced by these workers by ensuring travel and/ or ration

to the workers. Each volunteer was allotted 30-40 contacts from the database. Three main

questions had to be asked-

• Are they stuck in Gujarat?

• If yes, do they want to go back to Jharkhand?

• What is their current status? (location and if they needed food supplies)

During the calls, the volunteers would also enquire for any other worker around them who had not

registered in any such database and wanted to get registered. LAAC also enquired if someone was

in any urgent need of food or medical supplies. Such cases, besides being recorded in our data

sheet, were also compiled separately, so that urgent action could be taken by contacting the on-

ground volunteers, police and government authorities. The calls were conducted in a span of 5-7

days and action on the urgent cases was taken side by side during the same time duration.
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Facilitating transportation of migrant workers from Gujarat
to Jharkhand

In partnership with Prayas Center for Labour Research and Action [“CLRA”], the Legal Aid and
Awareness Committee [“LAAC”] facilitated the transportation of over 1600 migrant workers to
Jharkhand who were either stranded in Surat or Ahmedabad.
The committee was successful in also collecting the Aadhaar Card details and other credentials of
all the labourers who wished to take a Shramik train back home. After completion of this
process,an application was submitted to the concerned administrative authorities requesting them
to arrange an urgent Shramik train to Jharkhand. The application was finally sanctioned on June 9,
2020. Before the journey, the ground level volunteers and members of CLRA ensured that the
passengers are properly screened before boarding the train and also possess meals, biscuits, bread
and water during the journey. The train departed from Ahmedabad junction at 8 PM with a
stoppage in Surat at 11.30 PM and reached its destination, Ranchi at 4AM on June 11, 2020.
Additionally, with the coordinated efforts of the students from GNLU and IIM-A, 29 migrant
workers from Ahmedabad also made it to their homes in Orissa through buses.
Currently, LAAC is actively engaged in helping all the migrant workers who are still stranded by
reaching out to various organizations working at the ground level.
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Food Distribution Campaign

The Legal Aid and Awareness Committee [“LAAC”] was able to successfully facilitate distribution
of ration to many families who were in urgent need of food. The families who were helped
belonged to the states of Jharkhand, Gujarat, Bihar and Delhi. Since the area of focus for LAAC
was Surat and various districts of Jharkhand, majority of the help was provided in these two
regions. To effectively implement the initiative, LAAC collaborated with multiple civil society
organisations and individuals who were working on ground in these areas. With the support of
volunteers from different colleges, LAAC had compiled a list of families who were in urgent need
of food supplies. The list was then segregated into two parts, the first being of those families,
which had food supplies for a few days, and the second being of those who needed the supplies
urgently. Accordingly, these lists were then forwarded to the concerned authorities and nongovernmental organisations working at the ground level in these regions. LAAC also raised SOS in
many cases with the help of Twitter and tagged the Local Police and District Collector for help.
The tagged officials directed the local police to verify the claims and take the requisite action. The
LAAC expresses its heartfelt gratitude to Jharkhand Police which took prompt action in many of
the urgent cases and helped the needy in a short span of time
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CASES SOLVED DURING THE COVID- 19
PANDEMIC [JUNE, 2020]

Under the current circumstances, tenants and landlords are in an uncharted place facing a full or

partial shutdown of business as a result of the government’s constraints and regulations on our

day-to-day activities. Various state governments have issued an advisory to landlords to defer rent

for at least three months and not evict tenants for non-payment.

LANDLORD CASES

(i) In the case of Vikas Kumar (Ahmedabad), the migrant worker was harassed by the landlord

when the worker was unable to pay the monthly rent of the residence. The best way to resolve the

issue of non-payment of rent under the present circumstances is to mutually reach an amicable

settlement with the landlords with regards to payment of rent. To settle this issue, we contacted

the landlord and amicably solved the rental issue. The landlord agreed to extend the stay lease of

Vikas Kumar. Therefore, Vikas Kumar was able to stay at his rental home amid this pandemic.

(ii) In the case of Nirjala Kumar (Surat), the migrant worker was staying with her family. Her

husband is a rickshaw puller in Surat for the last 20 years. The landlord asked them to vacate the

residential premise in absence of payment of monthly rent. We contacted them and asked them

about their financial conditions, and after discussion, they agreed to pay rent from next month.

Thereafter, we contacted the landlord who later on agreed to allow these workers to stay.

(iii) In the case of Nand Kishor Shau (Surat), the migrant worker has a family of 8 members. The

landlord forced them to vacate the home. They didn’t have any conveyance to go back to

hometown. We contacted the landlord and told him about government advisory. He didn’t agree

and thereafter we threatened him of filing a police complaint. Later on he agreed to let migrants

continue their stay.
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CONTRACTOR CASES
(i) In Rajkot (Gujarat), one factory owner refused to pay wages to its labourers citing his
inability to pay amid this pandemic. Consequently, it became difficult for these labourers to run
their livelihood. We filed a complaint to Rajkot SDM. He directed authorities to do the needful.
Resultantly, the owner paid the dues to its labourers. However, he didn’t pay full wages amount.
So we are trying to contact authorities again to direct the owner to pay the full amount.

(ii) In Surendra Nagar (Gujarat), 74 labourers belonging to Jharkhand were stuck there. They
were working in a factory. The factory owner couldn’t provide wages to these labourers. After
discussion, we reached an amicable solution. The owner agreed to provide ration and residence to
these labours instead of wages and as and when situation gets normal suitable wages will be paid.
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